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Abstract. Data navigation of a treemap—a widely used tool for visualizing tree 
data—becomes more difficult as the amount of data increases. To solve this 
problem, treemap techniques using zoomable user interface (ZUI) methods—
the most typical of which is the zoomable treemap (ZTM)—have been pro-
posed. However, ZTMs can incur face text overlapping issues between exam-
ined nodes. In order to increase ZTM readability, we propose a label embedded 
tree map technique that prevents label overlapping and a direct node selection 
method for the highlighting of focused parent nodes. The proposed tree map 
technique resolves the ZTM label conflict and the direct node selection method 
can efficiently improve data navigation. 
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1 Introduction 

Two visualization techniques are commonly used to present tree data: node linking 
[1] and treemapping [2]. In node linking, hierarchical structures of data are represent-
ed as sets of nodes interconnected by lines, while treemapping is a space-partitioning 
method in which the screen space is divided into adjacent rectangles that represent 
data [3,4]. Whereas node linking does not fully use the screen space, treemapping can 
maximize space efficiency because the method displays nodes as a geological map-
like structure. However, treemaps begin to incur perception problems [5] with in-
creasing data size (Fig. 1), which makes navigation through larger treemaps more 
difficult. Various techniques have been proposed to solve the navigation problem, 
including the treemap partitioning algorithm, a technique that has produced exciting 
results and which has been the most popular area of research. However, the most 
typical partitioning method, known as slice-and-dice layout [1], can essentially only 
divide the screen vertically or horizontally, which results in rectangles (tiles) with 
aspect ratios that differ significantly from one, i.e., from a square shape. A proposed 
squarified layout technique [6] can produce tiles with more suitable aspect ratios but 
does not consider the ordering of the tiles; to do this, strip treemapping using a parti-
tioning algorithm [7,8] has been suggested, but this method does not produce  
improved data navigation as the data size increases. 
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Other approaches for improving data navigation involve the use of visualization ef-
fects. Cushion treemapping [9] uses a shading effect to improve the hierarchical per-
ception of tree data and a color lens [10] to assign a unique color to the focused area, 
but again, this technique does not appear to provide a suitable navigation solution for 
large data sets. 

Approaches utilizing the distortion effect have also been proposed. K. Shi et al. [11] 
suggested a distortion treemap in which the focused node is enlarged while surrounding 
nodes are reduced, and the balloon focus technique [12] extends the distortion effect to 
multiple focus nodes. Fish eye treemapping [13] involves the use of a lens effect in order 
to enlarge the focused area. Nevertheless, as these methods do not use the full screen area 
for the focused node, none of them can produce the most space efficient solutions. 

Zoomable user interfaces (ZUIs) [14] can provide information progressively depend-
ing on the zoom level (tree level). A ZUI integrated treemap is a photo mesa [15] that 
extends specific regions of interest but cannot represent the hierarchical relationships 
between parents and children. The University of Maryland (UMD) treemap [16] repre-
sents hierarchical relationships by allocating separate spaces to label parent (or contain-
er) nodes and also extends the focal node to the full screen. However, because the layout 
changes when the zoom interaction ends, the UMD treemap does not produce smooth 
transition animation during zooming, making it necessary to use a separate layout algo-
rithm to allocate the parent’s label information. Although the zoomable treemap (ZTM) 
[17] overcomes the layout and transition animation problems of the UMD treemap, 
many of its labels will overlap owing to conflicts between leaf and upper side parent 
nodes (Fig. 2). In this paper, we present a novel treemapping technique that avoids over-
lapping between nodes as well as a user interaction technique that assures the direct 
node selection and smooth continuous treemap transition animation. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of the treemap perception problem 
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Fig. 2. Label overlapping problem using ZTM 

2 Label Embedded Treemap 

An initial concept and a prototype implementation of the label embedded technique 
were presented at a domestic conference [18]; a more accurate explanation of the pro-
posed visualization process is shown in Fig. 3, which describes the parsing, label  
embedding, weight calculating, partitioning, and rendering sequences. Following the 
parsing stage, tree data are used to construct the tree structure, which is translated from a 
general structure into a label embedded tree in the label embedding stage. After a tree 
structure is constructed, weight value for the newly inserted node is calculated. The 
position of each rectangle in the treemap is set in the partitioning stage, and the nodes 
are rendered based on their hierarchical relationship by individually visiting the rectan-
gles in the rendering stage. To construct the label embedded treemap, the treemap parti-
tioning and rendering algorithm is used without modification. Through this mechanism, 
a label embedded tree can be automatically translated without modification into a label 
embedded treemap by using the partitioning mechanism of the treemap.  

 

Fig. 3. Construction of a label embedded treemap 
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2.1 Tree Reconstruction 

As parent nodes are placed into the treemap as leaf nodes without allocating specific 
spaces, a given parent node can neighbor its own child leaf nodes (Fig. 4). Each par-
ent label node can be assigned to a treemap space without the use of an additional 
space allocation algorithm. 

Because the parent nodes are inserted starting from the bottom of the tree structure, 
the label embedded tree is newly reconstructed from the general tree after each parent 
node insertion; however, this reconstruction causes no partitioning or rendering delay. 

 

Fig. 4. Parent node insertion process 

2.2 Calculating Weight Value of Parent’s Label Node 

As a newly inserted parent label node has no weight value, one must be generated 
following the label embedding process. 

For a specific parent node has s children, let Wc represent the weight value of the k-
th child, which can be formulated as the product of n, the number of leaf nodes con-
tained by Wc, and α, a constant relating to the weight valence (formula (2)).  The 
weight value for the parent node, Wp, is then the sum of all children nodes, which is 
calculated recursively using formula (1): 

 W = ∑ Wc (1) 

 c =  ∗  (2) 

2.3 Partitioning Using Label Embedded Tree 

After the label embedding, re-constructed tree structure is just used for partitioning 
process. As a result newly added label node is also get a separate treemap space. (Fig 5) 
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Fig. 5. Parent node also has a treemap space as tile 

3 User Interaction 

Faster node navigation is possible because of newly inserted parent node. 

3.1 Highlighting Around Parent Node 

To support the direct selection of parent node areas, focused nodes can be highlighted 
(Fig. 6). If a selected node is a label node corresponding to a parent, a focus line is 
formed around the area including the parent node, which helps the user to better  
understand the area being navigated. 

 

Fig. 6. Focused area is sized according to the focused node’s children tree 
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3.2 Direct Node Selection and Smooth Animation Transition 

After a node is selected, the selected area is expanded to full screen, as shown in  
Fig. 7. The zooming operation used to implement this process is completely con-
sistent, causes no layout changes, and supports move rover animated transitions;  
essentially, this operation supports the same level of user interactivity as ZTM. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Zoomed view corresponding to highlighted area 

4 Evaluation 

To confirm that our technique works correctly, we developed and tested an implemen-
tation of the proposed label embedded treemapping method using ZTM. We deter-
mined that we could generate label embedded trees that, following partitioning, could 
successfully function as label embedded treemaps for which rendered results could be 
generated. The transition animation process used for zooming was, of course, nearly 
identical to that used in ZTM, as it employed the same zooming operation based on 
the treemap structure. Finally, we confirmed that the focused node highlighting  
process functioned smoothly, making the process of direct node selection using  
highlighted focused label nodes quite useful for smooth treemap navigation. 

A simple dataset containing three hierarchical nodes was rendered to produce a 
single leaf node, as shown in Fig. 9. It is seen that, although overlapped text labels 
occur at the top and bottom of the ZTM treemap space, there is no overlapping text 
between nodes on the label embedded treemap. 

The rendering results generated by ZTM for a larger data set (Animalia [19], which 
has around 155,000 data items) are shown in Fig. 9, in which it is seen that many 
labels overlap. The rendering results produced by applying the label embedded 
treemap technique are shown in Fig. 11, in which no overlapping labels can be seen. 
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Fig. 8. Working example of direct node selection 
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Fig. 9. (left) Simple dataset consisting of one file with three layers of folders. (middle) Render-
ing results using ZTM. (right) Rendering results using label embedded treemap. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 10. Slice-and-dice layout using ZTM with the “Animalia” dataset 
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Fig. 11. Slice-and-dice layout using label embedded ZTM with the “Animalia” dataset 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented a label embedded treemap that avoids label overlapping 
and a user interaction technique based on the use of focused parent label nodes. The 
proposed label embedded treemapping technique avoids labeling conflicts between 
nodes and works very well with ZTM by exploiting advantages such as zoomable user 
interfaces and natural transition animation during zooming. Because there are no label 
overlaps between parent and leaf nodes, the proposed technique clearly navigates the 
treemap space, and because our method can support direct node selection using a 
focusable parent label node, navigation is easier than with ZTM. 

As we focused primarily on resolving the text overlapping issues of ZTM and gen-
erating new user interaction potential based on the use of focusable parent label 
nodes, we were not able to conduct user testing with as much rigor as we would have 
liked, but our basic assessment showed positive results by performing data searching 
faster than ZTM. In order to improve data navigation, we plan to increase the label 
size and improve the readability of the parent label nodes, with the eventual goal of 
performing a controlled comparative evaluation between our label embedded 
treemapping technique and ZTM. 
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